Retail Foodservice
Meeting the unique demands of the industry

By 2022 prepared food purchases
in the retail segment are expected
to grow

10%
Percentage of grocery shoppers
that visit with the sole intent of
purchasing a prepared meal:

27%
Percentage of grocery shoppers
that report purchasing prepared
food more than once a month:

30%

Leading innovation for
a constantly evolving
industry
Unified Brands understands the unique demands associated with
today’s retail foodservice industry. From prepared food departments
and destination supermarkets to the latest specialty stores and
extended deli departments, prepared food sales have increased
significantly in recent years — boosting customer expectations in
the process.

Our retail foodservice experts are not only committed to delivering
a portfolio of quality products, but also a reliable focus on personal
service and support. As the retail landscape evolves, our solutions
will help today’s operators deliver quality, freshness and flavor to a
variety of consumer tastes.
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Bringing it all together with
Unified Brands
All kitchens share a few basic challenges, no matter their size or scope. The
demands of retail foodservice include five key areas that require special
attention from staff, operators and suppliers alike: menu, layout and flow,
space optimization, merchandising and front-line talent.

The team at Unified Brands works closely with retail foodservice
stakeholders to ensure they remain ready both for today’s competitive
market environment — and that of the future.

QUALITY CHOICES
ON THE GO:
TODAY’S NEWEST
CONVENIENCE

Menu

Merchandising

• Unified Brands’ Groen, Randell,

• Increase the value of your kitchen

Avtec and Power Soak brands

by driving prepared food sales in

allow you to choose the right

departments across your store

products for your store’s value

• Maximize your layout with

proposition and demographic

customized retail display

needs

solutions from Unified Brands

• Any retail foodservice facility
can be accommodated, from

From made-to-order sandwiches to
premium grab-and-go options and more,
the modern convenience store concept

and Hillphoenix

self-serve convenience stores to

Space Optimization

multi-concept grocery chains

• Make your front and back of

• Unified Brands can expand

house more productive during

your operation’s catering and

any daypart with versatile and

is constantly evolving to keep pace with

large-batch cooking capabilities

flexible Unified Brands products

growing customer expectations for

with cost-saving equipment

selection and quality. With more items

solutions

• Hands-on manager and

being prepared on site to meet this
increasing demand for freshness, Unified
Brands offers a range of equipment and
support for this vibrant segment of the
retail foodservice market.

Talent

Layout & Flow
• Unified Brands products
are designed to provide

supervisor-level training from
Unified Brands’ experts to help
support your entire staff
• Your staff and facilities will be up

excellent ease of use, first-

and running with minimal lead

rate ergonomics and intuitive

time and a continuing focus on

functionality

customer service and driving
sales

PARTNERING WITH
THE INDUSTRY’S
LEADERS
As a Dover company, Unified Brands has
the unique advantage of combining our
expertise with Hillphoenix, the premier
supplier of refrigerated merchandisers
to supermarkets and convenience stores
in the U.S. Hillphoenix products use
natural refrigerants and are ENERGY STAR®

Count on our culinary experts

certified where possible, helping to extend
product lifecycle and lowering total cost

Retail foodservice operators count on Unified Brands’ commitment to help
maintain food safety, ensuring reliable freshness, providing precision control
and maximizing operational efficiency. Our team of culinary experts, utilizing
Unified Brands’ test kitchen and Hillphoenix’s design center, helps industry

of ownership. Our joint culinary center
showcases how merchandising, food prep
and service all come together.

stakeholders achieve their operational goals.

Our Culinary Team & Facility
• Extensive background in retail and supermarket operations and launches,
including both front and back of house
• Tailored training programs at our corporate culinary center or in-store at
your locations
• Full-featured culinary center, design center and test kitchen, allowing us to
test and improve concepts and ideas
• Proving area for new menu applications, merchandising arrangements and
store layouts
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Cooking Equipment
Groen sets a new standard for control, efficiency
and cooking performance in even the most
compact kitchens. Whether it’s space restrictions,
product aesthetics or simple cleanability that
drives the retail kitchen equipment, Groen offers
a comprehensive selection of well-built,
cost-effective designs. Combined with our
CapKold® cook-chill production systems, Groen
helps you safely prep, cook and preserve food at
every stage of the process.

Steamers

Steam Jacketed
Kettles

Braising Pans

Refrigeration &
Custom Fabrication
Whether increasing shelf life, storing a variety
of items or expanding menus, Randell offers a
range of innovative refrigeration solutions that
not only maintain the highest levels of food
quality, but also give operators the flexibility to
customize a system for their facility. With Randell
blast chillers, operators enjoy enhanced product
quality, and high-volume production accuracy.

Prep Tables

FX Series

Blast Chillers

Ware Washing &
Produce Washing
With consistent performance, Power Soak
products make it easy to reduce overall water
and energy consumption, and cut labor costs.
From the thorough produce-washing action of
the patented Produce Soak system to the reliable
cleaning and sanitizing power of the Power Soak
and Skewer Soak ware washing lines, you’re sure
to get the capable, fully customized solution that
fits your operation.

Power Soak

Produce Soak

Skewer Soak

Ventilation & Utility
Distribution Systems
Avtec hoods, conveyors and utility distribution
systems give retail foodservice facilities the power
to maximize their footprint and prepare for future
expansion. Each Avtec hood is designed to meet
a wide variety of functional needs and budgets,
while our innovative dish return conveyors and
utility distribution systems feature labor-saving
configurations for high-volume operations.

Utility
Distribution
Systems

Ventilation
Hoods

Conveyors
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Corporate Culinary Center and Test Kitchen, Conyers, GA

Unified Brands
Unified Brands’ complete offering spans the essential needs of today’s retail
foodservice operators. From cooking equipment, cook-chill production
and refrigeration to ventilation, conveyor systems, continuous motion

SERVING THE
WORLD OF RETAIL

ware washing and meal delivery systems, Unified Brands provides reliable,
comprehensive equipment solutions — as well as a single integrated business
platform for sales, support, service, manufacturing and business operations.

Unified Brands is an operating company of Dover Corporation, headquartered
in Conyers, GA, with operations in Michigan, Mississippi and Oklahoma.

No matter the concept, no matter
the facility, Unified Brands is proud
to support an extensive portfolio
of premium products — providing
smart, customized solutions for today’s

Unified Brands
2016 Gees Mill Road, Suite 200
Conyers, GA 30013
888-994-7636
www.unifiedbrands.net

retail foodservice kitchens. Discover
our complete lineup and connect
with one of our experts today at
unifiedbrands.net.
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